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In many ways, a company’s reputation is its most valuable asset. Since a good reputation can 

command premium prices and preferred treatment in the global marketplace, a blemish can be 

extremely costly. Just ask the formerly prestigious Chicago accounting firm Arthur Andersen, 

which ended its 90-year legacy as a trustworthy bookkeeper for publicly traded companies when 

it was convicted of tampering with audit documents on behalf of Enron. Although the Supreme 

Court overturned the conviction, the former “Big Five” accounting firm saw its reputation  

destroyed in one swift blow and subsequently withered into a shadow of its former self.

To monitor and manage reputational threats worldwide is an indomitable challenge for  

multinational corporations (MNCs). Reputational crises will occur. Therefore it’s essential that 

MNCs have a comprehensive crisis management process in place—before threats emerge— 

to mitigate reputational risks and avert disaster.

In his book Reputation Rules: Strategies for Building Your Company’s Most Valuable Asset, 

and on his Reputation Rules blog, Kellogg Professor Daniel Diermeier offers several case  

examples showing both the devastating effects of poor reputation management and how  

companies can avoid this fate. Dr. Jean Egmon, the Director of Kellogg’s Ford Network, recently 

discussed these cases with Dr. Diermeier and Todd Chermak, divisional vice president of  

Global Regulatory Affairs, Abbott Nutrition.

Jean Egmon: What are the most common mistakes leaders make when identifying possible 

threats to their company’s reputation on a global scale?

Todd Chermak: Let me first say, Abbott takes potential threats to our reputation very  

seriously. With that said, in my view, there are two critical mistakes an MNC can make: first, 

waiting until an event occurs rather than building systems and networks to anticipate issues  

and develop mitigation plans; and second, waiting too long to mount an appropriate response. 

Both of these issues can be avoided by being proactive—and for global MNCs juggling various 

markets, this basic preparation must be viewed through a lens of the unique countries and 

markets where they operate.

Threats can manifest differently in markets based on distinctive habits and practices of the 

government or local consumers. A successful approach in the U.S. market doesn’t guarantee 

success in China or India. Leaders should physically spend as much time as possible in each 

market to understand the dynamics—government oversight, media, special interest groups, and 

so forth—that can catalyze a reputational crisis. They will then be better equipped to build the 

capabilities to anticipate and manage the various risks in a given market.

Daniel Diermeier: Perhaps the most common mistake is that many leaders fail to identify 

where the threats originate. The source is often private politics—actions by stakeholders  

such as activists and NGOs that harness public sentiment to target private agents, typically 
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companies. The most successful activists distinguish themselves by condensing highly complex  

issues into evocative images that are easy to understand, emotionally engaging, and connected 

to issues about which their audience cares passionately. 

On a global scale, many leaders don’t understand the nature and extent of potential threats 

posed by activists, and they fail to take into account their concerns and motivations. We saw 

this play out in Shell’s reaction to Greenpeace’s occupation of a decommissioned oil platform in 

the North Sea. Shell turned water cannons on the occupiers, and played directly into the hands 

of the activists; the company followed the script of the big, evil business that was ruthlessly 

attacking the selfless defenders of the world’s oceans. While the occupation had initially earned 

only moderate media attention, the firing of the water cannons created irresistible TV images. 

And ingeniously, Greenpeace framed the matter as a recycling issue; since every upstanding 

German citizen recycled, Shell, because it was dumping the oil platform into the deep ocean, 

could not be a good corporate citizen. The resulting boycott in Germany dramatically affected 

Shell’s sales and caused extensive internal strife.

Leaders must anticipate the nature and extent of the threat from activists by incorporating 

that perspective into their global reputation management strategy. They should also ensure the 

company’s organizational structure is suited to the task of executing a quick and appropriate 

response—one that aligns with consumer expectations of companies in a given market’s culture.

Jean Egmon: What kind of organizational processes and strategies are the most effective in 

establishing and maintaining global, enterprise-wide strategies for reputation management?

Daniel Diermeier: Crises don’t happen regularly, so companies tend to go through cycles 

when it comes to reputation management plans. When a crisis happens, management realizes 

that it should be prepared, and it develops processes and assigns staff to oversee them. When 

nothing happens, memories of past crises fade, and the reputation management capability  

ends up being cut or starved of funds. The way to break this cycle is to place responsibility with 

the board of directors, whose very job description is to ensure the long-term viability of the 

company. The board will maintain the emphasis on safeguarding reputational equity and avoid 

short-sighted, cost-cutting mistakes.

In April 2006, when the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) linked a surge in potentially 

blinding fungal infections with Bausch & Lomb’s ReNu contact lens solution, the company’s 

delayed reaction cost it dearly—around $630 million in shareholder value. With better  

oversight, it could have been prevented altogether: two months prior to the CDC report,  

Singapore’s Ministry of Health publicly linked the infections with ReNu. But the company had 

no process for dealing with such a crisis—no one was assigned responsibility for managing  

a response—and so it didn’t.
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Todd Chermak: The Bausch & Lomb crisis underscores the need for various geographic regions 

to be connected. To identify early-warning signs of potential quality problems—as well as  

success stories that can benefit other parts of the organization—it’s critical that regional business 

units have a process for collecting, analyzing, and sharing information across geographies. 

In addition, companies should coordinate their efforts by establishing emerging-issues teams 

with cross-functional members to identify, anticipate, and plan for various scenarios for  

particular issues and regions. And when faced with making a critical decision, it is important 

for organizations to avoid becoming paralyzed by the process of information gathering—which 

can take weeks or even months—and the subsequent analysis and efficient use of that data. 

There is often a procedural gap between gathering all the facts and synthesizing the key factors 

that allow organizations to act, but a team dedicated to reputational issues can help ensure a 

smoother translation.

Jean Egmon: Modern consumers, governments, and activists hold MNCs responsible for 

the actions of every vendor in their supply chain. What are some strategies for dealing with 

suppliers that help to minimize reputational risks?

Todd Chermak: One strategy is that MNC leaders must realize that they don’t merely need 

to meet the ever-changing regulatory requirements in each commercial market around the 

world; to maintain the highest quality, they need to consider when these requirements must be 

exceeded. Such high achievement requires careful planning and systems to ensure consistent 

quality on a global scale—in short, once again they must be proactive. 

Furthermore, leaders have to manage the complexity of multiple inputs from multiple suppliers  

and also take into account that these suppliers frequently change. To help identify stress  

oints and mitigate the risks presented by vendor churn, leaders should consistently apply tests 

and controls. They can also create a mechanism for reviewing critical aspects of their supply 

chains—such as the performance of vendors against critical quality attributes. 

Daniel Diermeier: I agree with Todd that the proactive stance is key. Most reputational 

challenges do not happen because of some external event but rather are the consequence of an 

earlier business decision.  Leaders can ill afford to wait until disaster ensues to reexamine their 

supplier base. The reputational impact of every business decision—including the design and 

monitoring of supply-chain operations—must be assessed before the decision is made.  Leaders 

should take advantage of the time when the stakes are low and control is high by conducting 

regular vendor reviews and confirming that suppliers meet or exceed all applicable workforce, 

safety, and environmental regulations. (For more on eliminating supply-chain risks, read Sunil 

Chopra’s article, “Protect Your Global Supply Chain from Costly Disruptions.”)

http://www.kellogg.northwestern.edu/conference/aspen/2014/protect-your-global-supply-chain-from-costly-disruptions.htm
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We must remember that reputation management is not a corporate function but a capability. 

It requires the right mind-set integrated with the company’s enterprise-wide strategy, guided 

by its culture and values, and supported by carefully designed governance and intelligence 

processes. Developing this capability is as demanding and challenging as developing customer 

focus or the ability to execute. Today’s companies need to embrace this challenge.
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